TRUYEN VO CHONG ANH LUC  (NORTH VIETNAM, 1971)
(Other titles: A casa degli sposi Luc; Casa dei coniugi Luc; Chez les epoux Luc; Epoux Luc; Histoire des epoux Luc; Luc couple; Vo chong anh Luc)

Credits: director, Tran Vu ; writer, Vu Le Mai.
Cast: Tran Phuong, Tue Minh.
Summary: Melodrama set in contemporary North Vietnam. The house of Luc, a demobilized veteran, is in the path of a new irrigation canal as determined by the chairman of the village cooperative. Luc accepts the sacrifice of his house because of his mature socialist conscience, but his wife has not achieved his state of maturity and resists.
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